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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"All students are more alike than different."
Lipsky & Gartner, 1989, p. xxx
The Handicapping Label
Jason has cerebral palsy, and is confined to a
wheelchair.

Not only is it difficult for him to take notes

in class, but when the professor leads discussion, Jason is
unable to raise his hand to be recognized.

When he can

interact in class, his speech is hard to understand.
In the classroom, communication with Jason is avoided.
But when interaction is necessary, most of his instructors
awkwardly talk to him as if he would not understand.

He

watches able-bodied students receive pats on the back or
handshakes, but an instructor's touch is nonexistent for
Jason.
Yet he is a good student and never misses class, unless
the elevator taking him upstairs is broken.
named to the Dean's List twice.

He has been

He studies English and

journalism, hoping to teach secondary level students.
Although Jason excels intellectually, sometimes he is
perceived as less educated and less able than other
students.

He refers to himself as handi"capable."

His

instructors refer to him as handicapped.
It is the instructors' label of Jason that is truly the
most handicapped element in his life.

That label belies an

attitude and a perception on the part of his instructors
that Jason cannot overcome.

Furthermore, and perhaps most

importantly, Jason can do little about the impact of his
instructors' attitudes on their communication with him,
although the American legal system is trying.
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The government has enacted law to try to control the
behavior of others towards the disabled.

July 26, 1990, was

a meaningful day for Jason and all Americans.

When

President George Bush signed the Americans With Disabilities
Act (ADA) into law, new opportunities arose for disabled
persons (Greenberg & Bello, 1992), because the ADA removes
barriers to employment and education and regulates
transportation and building assessability.

For Jason, this

is an improvement.
However, no legislation will remove the attitudinal and
communicative barriers that Jason and other persons with
disabilities face daily.

From the board room to the

classroom, persons with physical disabilties are handicapped
by the attitudes toward them.
Although the ADA shows an executive, judicial, and
legislative commitment to improving life for the disabled,
it merely addresses the results of communication
difficulties with the physically disabled, and does little
if anything to provide a cure.

Thus, an examination of the

cause and behavior of poor communication with persons with
disabilities is in order.
Although Jason's intellect is no different than his
peers, Jason's presence in class influences instructors and
fellow students.

Able-bodied individuals are unsure of how

they should talk (Fine & Asch, 1988), of what they should
talk about (Fichten, Amsel, Robillard, & Tagalakis, 1991),
and if persons like Jason are uncomfortable discussing their
disability (Royse & Edwards, 1989).
Most people simply do not know how to interact with a
person with a disability.

Thus, when looking at able-bodied

instructor-disabled student interactions in the classroom
one has to ask if the communicative needs of the disabled
student being met (O'Hair, Kreps, & Frey, 1990).
This thesis attempts to answer that question by
studying the possible differences of instructor
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communicative behaviors between able-bodied students and
students with disabilities.

As students with disabilities

increasingly enter the traditional university classroom,
able-bodied instructors are faced with a more diverse
student body.
However, many instructors have never taught students
with disabilities.

Thus, it is important to identify

differences that might exist in instructor behavior between
students with disabilities and able-bodied students to
increase the effectiveness of able-bodied instructor
communication with students with disabilities.
Two areas will be reviewed in order to understand the
communication between instructors and students with
disabilities.

First, specific communicative behaviors that

make instructors effective will be identified.

Second,

instructor attitudes toward and problems with the inclusion
of students with disabilities in the classroom will be
identified.

Then the conclusions of these two areas will be

assimilated in order to understand how instructor attitudes
and problems with disabled students might affect and change
their communication in the classroom.

To fully understand

the classroom communication with students with disabilities,
it is important to identify those behaviors that make an
instructor effective.
After surveying instructors on how they would feel if
they had a student with a physical disability in their
class, Pernell, Mcintyre, and Bader (1985) received telling
responses.

From "we are already overworked" to "are we

wasting our time with them?" and from "how are grades
awarded?" to "I feel sorry for those students," it is
evident that instructor attitudes toward physically disabled
students could hinder instruction and teacher-student
communication (Pernell, Mcintyre, & Bader, 1985, p. 135).
Attitudes toward those with disabilities affect the
communication between able-bodied and disabled individuals.
3

Perceptions are important because of their abilties to
greatly influence the communication process (McCroskey,
Richmond, & Stewart, 1986; O'Hair, Friedrich, & Wyman, in
press; Goss & O'Hair, 1988).

Therefore, if instructors hold

negative or even incomplete perceptions toward students with
physical disabilities in their classroom, communication with
these students will be negatively effected.
These perceptions are formed through misinformation and
social conditioning (Linveh, 1984).

Negative perceptions

begin when individuals categorize specific people, objects,
or events and assign general characteristics to these
categories (Smith, 1982).
For example, stereotypical perceptions of able-bodied
individuals would categorize persons with disabilities with
statements like "It makes me feel good to help the
handicapped because they don't have life as good as I do";
"Handicapped people can't have the same feelings as 'normal'
people";

"The handicapped aren't as healthy as 'normal'

people";

and "I admire handicapped students because they

have to work so much harder to keep up with 'normal'
students."

After such perceptions are formed, individuals

use them to understand, evaluate, and predict the behavior
of others (Taylor & Crocket, 1982).

Thus, able-bodied

instructors have a perception of the handicapped, and that
perception guides the communication with students with
disabilities.
As Stromer (1983) states, it requires "more than just
a warm heart" (p. 425) if communication with persons with
disabilities is to be effective, especially in the
classroom.

It requires accurate perceptions.

Communicating with students with disabilities presents
a new experience for many instructors.

Many times, these

new experiences contrast with inaccurate perceptions, which
result in confusion.

"Professors about to teach a student

with a disability for the first time are likely to confront
4

a variety of emotionally laden problems" (Fichten, Amsel,
Bourdon, & Creti, 1988, p. 13).

Lack of certainty on the

part of the instructor concerning how to act and teach and
what behaviors are and are not appropriate influence the
interaction and communication with the student with a
disability (Fichten, Amsel, Bourdon, & Creti, 1988).
Most instructors do not wish to label students with
physical disabilities as handicapped and problematic. But in
doing so, they limit the student's worth as a person.
Instructors' fear, apathy, and negative attitudes may
inhibit proper and effective communication and instruction.

5

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Communicative Behaviors of
Effective Instructors
Instructors enter the classroom daily with hopes of
creating an environment that maximizes student learning.
Instructor behavior is directly related to the creation of
such an environment (Nussbaum, 1992).

Whether students are

disabled or not, an instructor's behavior has an effect on
student learning, student-instructor relationship, and
instructor evaluations (Brophy, 1979; Frymier & Thompson,
1992; Javidi, Downs, & Nussbaum, 1988; Nussbaum, 1992).
According to Nussbaum (1992), effective instructor
behaviors are "those in-class behaviors of the teacher
related directly either to positive student outcomes or
positive evaluations of teaching" (p. 167).

Although this

definition does not account for those behaviors relating to
classroom organization, discipline, or management, it
focuses on those behaviors shown through lectures,
discussions, or conversations involving students.

It is the

in-class behaviors that positively relate to the
identification of effective instruction.
Effective classroom teaching depends upon "effective
communication between teacher and student" (McCroskey &
McCroskey, 1986, p. 158).

Therefore, it is important to

identify the specific communication behaviors associated
with effective instructors.
Certain communicator styles, humor, self-disclosure,
warmth, enthusiasm, clarity, and nonverbal immediacy have
been identified as specific communicative behaviors
exhibited by effective instructors (Nussbaum, 1992).

To

further understand communication's role in effective
instruction, each of these communicative behaviors will be reviewed.
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Communicator style
Norton (1977) attempted to find communication behaviors
that impact instructor effectiveness.

He identified the

following nine characteristics of communicator styles:
dramatic, dominate, contentious, animated, impression
leaving, relaxed, attentive, open, and friendly.
Norton (1977) defined communicator style as "the way
one verbally and paraverbally interacts to signal how
literal meaning should be taken, interpreted, filtered or
understood" (p. 527).

These communication behaviors go

"beyond entertainment ••• (but help) shape students' critical
focus"

(Civikly, 1986, p. 33).

Norton (1978, 1983) asserts that an instructor's
communication can positively or negatively affect student
learning; and thus, determine a teacher's effectiveness.
The literature suggests two major implications for the
relationship between communicator style and teacher
effectiveness.
First, communicator style and teacher effectiveness are
positively related (Andersen, Norton, & Nussbaum, 1981;
Norton, 1977, 1978; Nussbaum, 1981, 1992; Nussbaum & Scott,
1979; Sallinen-Kuparinen, 1992; Sallinen-Kuparinen,
Martinen, Peramaki, & Porhola, 1987).

Norton (1977) found

that when teachers are evaluated 50 percent of their
perceived effectiveness hinges on their communication style.
Second, communicator style provides a basis from which
effective instructors are distinguished from ineffective
teachers (Norton, 1983; Sallinen-Kuparinen, 1992).
(1983) states
an ineffective teacher is not very lively or
animated, does not signal enough
attentiveness or friendliness, and does not
have a very precise style. In addition, the
ineffective teacher is not very relaxed and
does not use a dramatic style. (pp. 236, 238)
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Norton

Instructor communication does determine effectiveness
in the classroom.

The more an instructor exhibits the

stylistic behaviors, excluding contentious and dominate
styles, the greater student learning becomes (Andersen,
Norton, & Nussbaum, 1981; Nussbaum & Scott, 1979; Norton &
Pettegrew, 1977).

Research has linked the effective

communicative behavioral styles identified by Norton (1977)
within two inclusive categories:

relaxed and dramatic

(Anderen, Norton, Nussbaum, 1981; Duran & Zakahi, 1984;
Norton 1978, 1983; Nussbaum 1981, 1992; Nussbaum & Scott,
1979; Rubin & Feezel, 1986; Sallinen-Kuparinen, 1992;
Sallinen-Kuparinen, Martttinen, Peramaki, Porhola, 1987).
Norton and Nussbaum (1980) hypothesized that effective
teachers exhibited dramatic behaviors such as storytelling,
executed double takes in the classroom which result in
entertainment for students.

After surveys, observations,

and teacher self-reports, they found a relationship between
effectiveness and dramatic behaviors.
Javidi, Downs, and Nussbuam (1988) also found that
dramatic instructors were more likely to be viewed as open,
impression-leaving, and friendly.

This communication style

will also help students identify the important information
presented in class.
Effective dramatic teachers were also found to be
relaxed (Andersen, Norton, & Nussbaum, 1979; Nussbaum &
Scott, 1979).

Norton (1977) conceptualized relaxed as

positive mannerisms of speech which result in the instructor
being perceived as confident and in control.

For example,

nervous vocal fillers such as "and" or "urn" usually
illustrate a lack of self-control, uneasiness, or
apprehension, resulting in an unrelaxed perception of
instructors.

Relaxed instructors not possessing these

negative nervous mannerisms are perceived by students as
being perceived more effective (Nussbaum, 1981).
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Thus,

the instructor who is perceived to exhibit
dramatic and relaxed style behaviors were
found to have a positive communicator style.
This ••• is positively related to being
perceived as an effective teacher. (p. 738)
Effective instructors possess an attractive
communicator style and this style is a major influence in
their perceived effectiveness.

Two behavioral styles,

relaxed and dramatic, are most inclusive of effective
communciator styles.
Humor
Humor in the classroom in the classroom is an extention
of communication style.

An instructor's use of humor can

stimulate interest in educational material (Bryant, Crane,
Comisky, Zillmann, 1980; Gorham & Christophel, 1990;
Nussbaum, Camadena, & Holladay, 1987; Watson, 1990).

Armed

with expertise in the subject and with a "humorous approach
to the demands and opportunities of the classroom, the
determined teacher is prepared to teach even the
undetermined student" (Larson, 1982, p. 197).
Effective humorous instruction is not just an attention
getting tool.

Humor does enhance students' attention, but

also improves the classroom environment, makes learning
enjoyable, and helps improve student learning (Bryant &
Zillman, 1988; Check, 1986).
Wendel and Heiser (1989) explored instructor use of
humor through observation and a student questionnaire.

They

found that humor was the single trait judged to be most
desirable and essential to successful teaching.
Humor is regarded as an important instructional
behavior because it produces several desired effects.
Effective use of humor can improve student perceptions of
the teacher (Scott, 1976); reduce negative attitude towards
material (Smith, Ascough, Ettinger, & Nelson, 1971);

and

increased instructional clarity (Javidi, Downs, & Nussbaum,
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1988).

Humor alone will not work, rather, using humor

purposefully as an illustrative device will create positive
student response and create an interest in the material
(Downs et al., 1988; Larson, 1982).

Otherwise, students

will view the instructor as a joker and not as an
educational leader (Bryant et al., 1980).
Self-disclosure
Humor is often used effectively in conjunction with
self-disclosure (Javidi & Long, 1989; Nussbaum, Comadena, &
Holladay, 1987).

When instructors self-disclose, they

reveal private and personal information to students
(McCroskey, Richmond, & Stewart, 1986).

Instructors

intentionally and unintentionally reveal personal
information (Nussbaum, Comadena, & Holladay, 1987; Scott &
Nussbaum, 1981) and then students evaluate its honesty,
intent, and direction (Scott & Nussbaum, 1981).
Successful instructors use self-disclosure in the
classroom as an effective interpersonal tool (Javidi, Downs,

& Nussbaum, 1988; Downs, Javidi, & Nussbaum, 1988).
Disclosure creates solidarity between an instructor and
students by reducing the psychological distance (Scott &
Nussbaum, 1981; Sallinen-Kuparinen, 1992).

Students feel

emotionally closer to the instructor who discloses and
becomes receptive to teaching from the instructor (Nussbaum,
Comadena, & Holladay, 1987; Scott & Nussbaum, 1981).
Instructor self-disclosure is important to developing
interpersonal solidarity with students, which aids in
teaching and actually makes the instructor's teaching more
successful.

The closer a student feels to the instructor,

the more effective they perceive the instructor.
Warmth
Warmth also aids in creating a classroom environment
conclusive to learning as well as influencing teacher success
10

(Greenwood, Bridges, Ware, & McLean, 1972).

Operation-

alized, warmth is considered a smile, touch, close
proxemics, head nods, encouraging words, and positive
feedback (Brophy & Good, 1974).

Instructor warmth will

increase student performance, classroom discipline, and
student evaluation of the instructor (Brophy & Good, 1974;
Harris, Rosenthal, & Snodgrass, 1986; Lehmann, 1981).
When an instructor exhibits warmth towards students, he
or she is attending to an emotional need that will enhance
cognitve growth.

As students experience warmth from a

teacher, the educational expectations they have for
themselves rise significantly (Currie, 1988).

Through

student surveys, Elmore and Pohlmann (1978) confirm this
assertion as they found that students who felt warmth from
an instructor had greater admiration for and felt they
learned more from that person.
Enthusiasm
An instructor who self-discloses, who uses humor
often, and discloses personal information appropriately can
still be ineffective if lacking enthusiasm.

Instructor

enthusiasm acts as a virus that spreads to the students
resulting in greater instructor effectiveness and increased
student success (Sutton, 1992).
The enthusiam exhibited by an instructor can
significantly influence student learning (Norton, 1983).
After studying teacher behaviors, Whitlock and DuCette
(1989) rated enthusiasm as the most important behavior that
directly influences students' desire to learn more about the
subject being taught.
Student apprehension can also be reduced by instructor
enthusiasm.

Fear of failure, need to achieve, and

individual differences are all postively changed if an
instructor is enthusiatic (Dietzer & Annis, 1987).
Instructor enthusiasm, especially with difficult subject
11

matter, reduces student apprehension (Fandt & Stevens,
1991).
Clarity
An enthusiastic instructor instills excitement.
instructor encourages.

A warm

As these behaviors promote success

1n the classroom, instructor clarity plays an important role
as well.

Clarity influences the student classroom success

(Murray, 1985).

Although an abstract idea, instructor

clarity is defined as teaching behaviors facilitate a
learner's understanding of a topic (Cruickshank & Kennedy,
1986,).

These behaviors assist the instructor to

effectively and clearly communicate information (Hines,
Cruickshank, & Kennedy, 1985; Kendricks, & Darling, 1990).
To conceptualize the abstraction of clarity, Eisenberg
(1984) attempted to offer specificity with this defition:
a relational variable which arises through a
combination of source, message and receiver
factors • • • • In trying to be clear, individuals
take into account the possible interpretive
contexts which may be brought to bear on the
message by the reeiver and attempt to narrow the
possible interpretations. Clarity, then, is a
continuum which reflects the degree to which a
source has narrowed the possible
interpretations of a message and succeeded in
achieving a corresondence between his or her
intentions and the interpretation of the receiver.
(pp. 29-30)
Although this definition offers a more specific idea of
teacher clarity, it does not provide specific clarity
behaviors.
Because of its abstract nature, it is difficult to
identify specific behaviors that facilitate instructor
clarity (Civikly, 1992; Kendrick & Darling, 1990).

Because

of this difficulty, it might be more effective to focus on
what teacher clarity is not.
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Powell and Harville (1990) state instructor clarity is
hindered by ambiguity, vagueness, hedging, bluffing, lack of
or incorrect examples, and uncertainty.

Thus, clarity is

best seen 1n the communicative behaviors a teacher does not
perform.

If an instructor lacks clarity in instruction,

student performance and

perception of the teacher decline.

Nonverbal immediacy
"Nonverbal behavior can greatly enhance the image of
the teacher and the affective learning of students"
(Civikly, 1986, p. 41).

Verbal and nonverbal communication

occur simultaneously while they reinforce, emphasize,
modify, accent, and complement the instructional message
being sent (Andersen, 1986; Andersen & Andersen, 1982;
Andersen, Norton, Nussbaum, 1981).

These behaviors are

examples of immediacy, which is defined as "the degree of
perceived physical and/or psychological closeness between
people" (Christophel, 1990, p. 325).
Instructor nonverbal immediacy is influential within a
classroom because of its positive effect on student learning
(Schiefer, 1986; Allen & Shaw, 1990; Christophel, 1990;
Gorham & Zakahi, 1990).

Several researchers found nonverbal

communication to be more important than verbal utterances to
students' perceptions of effectiveness and likeability
(Babad, Bernieri, & Rosenthal, 1991; Balzer, 1969; Keith,
Tornatzky, & Pettigrew, 1974; Mehrabian, 1972).
As an instructor exhibits immediacy behaviors, it
increases student arousal, which is a precursor to cognitive
learning (Sanders & Wiseman, 1990).

As an instructor's

immediacy behaviors enter into the classroom, those
behaviors have a postive effect on student's learning and
impression of the teacher's effectiveness (Andersen, 1986;
Sanders & Wiseman, 1990; Christophel, 1990).

Nonverbal

immediacy is an important aspect of teacher effectiveness.
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Teacher effectiveness can be measured by the behaviors
exhibited in the classroom and how they are used.
Communication and educational research have identified
specific behaviors for study.

These behaviors and their

effect on students have been

reviewed.

However, what must

be further understood is if and how these behaviors change
with the presence of a student with a physical disability.
Attitudes toward persons with disabilities and the inclusion
of those persons in the regular classroom pose an important
barrier to effective teaching.
Physically Disabled as Handicapped
or Handi"capable"?
Attitudes and perceptions influence communication
behaviors (O'Hair, Friedrich, & Wiemann, in press).

To

fully understand the implications of disabled students'
influence on the effective instruction behaviors, existing
societal attitudes and perceptions of those with
disabilities must be explored.

This section of the thesis

will explore society's attitudes toward and identifiy
specific problems instructors have expressed with the
persons with disabilities.

This exploration seeks to find

out if students with disabilities are viewed as handicapped
or handi"capable."
If a student with a disability is seen as handicapped
then the disability he or she experiences becomes the focus
of interactions.

Able-bodied persons have difficulty seeing

beyond the physical disability, and perceive that disability
as something that handicaps every aspect of the persons
life.

However, if a person with a disability is seen as

handi"capable" then he or she is seen as a person who has
the same abilities as able-bodied persons and can achieve in
the same manner as their able-bodied peers.
Those persons with physical, intellectual, and/or
psycho-logical attributes which are not in accordance with
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societal norms, and are actually below such norms are called
handicapped and carries a negative connotation (Asch, 1984).
This thesis will focus on the physically disabled
alone.

A physical disability is an anatomical disorder that

affects locomotions, motor skills, or sensory activities
that is medically based (Thomas, 1982).

Such disabilities

affect or negate the performance of activities commonly
accepted as the basic elements of everyday life--walking,
dressing, feeding, or just holding a coversation (Love &
Walthall, 1977; Thomas, 1982). Such handicaps as learning or
emotional disabilities are not relevent to this study.
These handicaps are not visible, and do not immediately
establish a visible difference between two people.
However, a physical disability is immediately visable,
and the difference betwen able-bodied persons and those who
are physically disabled is easily established.

Thus, the

only aspect that would inhibit a person with a physical
disability in a classroom setting would be physical
difference.

Any negative attitude toward those who are

physically disabled is due to the physical difference (Royse
& Edwards, 1989).
As laws affecting the disabled change, the disabled
person's role in society is changing as well (Asch, 1984).
However, societal attitudes may slow down the process.

The

stigmatization of disabled persons hinders communication and
interaction with the able-bodied (Royse & Edwards, 1989).
The attitude of most able-bodied people is that a physically
disabled person is handicapped, not handi"capable."
Societal attitudes toward
those with disabilities
In reviewing attitudes toward the handicapped, Livneh
(1984) found five social conditions that are the foundation
of negativity.

Each of those conditions will be reviewed

and research from various authors will supplement Livneh's
15

findings concerning the origin of negative attitudes of
able-bodied persons toward those persons with disabilities.
First, a major cause of attitude& toward the
handicapped is society's emphasis on perfect bodies and
personal appearance.

In contrast to other cultures, Western

cultures tend to place tremendous importance on the
appearance of one's body.

Any deviation from the definition

of the western term ''beautiful" is bound to receive negative
feedback.

For example, long shapely legs of females are

thought to be beautiful.

The legs of a person suffering

from muscular dystrophy would not fit the model.
Secondly, society also judges individuals' worthiness
based on their economic and social competitiveness.
and Asch (1988) echo Livneh's (1984) concerns.

Fine

If a person

with a disability is perceived as sub-human due to
unacceptable levels of economic and social achievements,
even though those achievements are possible for the disabled
person, then that individual is inaccurately judged unequal
to nondisabled persons.

Thus, able-bodied persons often do

not expect disabled individuals to live autonomously, but
rather be dependent economically and socially.
Third, feelings that the disabled are burdensome on a
nation contributes to negative attitudes as well because
society feels responsible for their employment and safety
(Livneh, 1984).

The disabled are almost always viewed as

recipients within most interactions (Fine & Asch, 1988).
Such attitudes nullify the ability of the disabled and
reassure the able-bodied person of his or her own abilities.
Attributing neediness • • • to people with
disabilities permits those who are not disabled to
view themselves as having more control and more
strength in their lives than may be the case.
(Fine & Asch, 1988, p. 16)
Fourth, the "sick role" holds the disabled captive as
society feels the disabled should not be held to the same
standards as able-bodied people.
16

This could reflect the

mind set that people who look different from others cannot
operate under the same standards as others.

If their bodies

are different, their ability to achieve must be different.
Society views handicaps as sicknesses, not just different
ways of living.
Last, degradation is attached to physical disability
because society views the handicapped as a deviation from
the norm based on those physical differences.

If one gazes

at a mentally ill person or a retarded person, there is not
necessarily a hint of that deviation from the norm.
However, one can quickly discern whether or not another
person is physically disabled, in other words, deviated from
a norm that most embody everyday.
What this means is that able-bodied people avoid
interaction with the disabled or change how they interact by
formalizing or distorting the normal interactive process
(Asch, 1984).

Able-bodied individuals usually focus only on

the disability when interacting with a disabled person, not
personal characteristics often evaluated in forming
perceptions (Asch, 1984; Katz & Glass, 1979).

Thus,

attitudes toward the disabled negatively affect interaction
with them.
Hahn (1983) suggests societal perceptions of beauty and
competence conflict with the appearance of the disabled
person.

The able-bodied person may feel uncomfortable,

embarrassed or sickened by any action of a disabled
individual that deviates from the social norm (Asch, 1984).
The abnormality may cause an able-bodied person to feel
vulnerable and equate interaction with poor physical health
(Asch, 1984; Fine & Asch, 1988). Therefore,
the nondisabled person brings to any meeting with
a disabled person all the feelings . • • occasioned
by illness and treats the disabled person as
though that person has no ordinary functions and
no capacity to decide anything about his or her
life. (Asch, 1984, p. 532)
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These attitudes were integral to Fichten's and Amsel's
(1988) study in which able-bodied participants who
interacted with handicapped persons were surveyed.

The

findings support the assertion that a nondisabled person is
extremely uncomfortable with interactions involving a
disabled peer; however, new data was uncovered.

The more

visible a disability the more anxiety able-bodied persons
felt.

A visual impairment invokes less anxiety than a

wheelchair bound person.

The more severe and visible the

disability, the more negative the attitude.
Fichten, Amsel, Robillard, and Tagalakis (1991) found
another facet of negative attitudes toward the disabled.
They suggest the nature of interactions play an important
role.

For typical encounters not involving help, able-

disabled students were less positive and less comfortable
when the interaction involved a disabled peer.

Conversely,

attitudes of able-bodied persons were positively changed
when the interaction involved helping.
Able-bodied individuals were more comfortable and
positive when asked for assistance by a disabled person.
Fichten et al.

(1991) suggest that the help givers feel

positive about themselves and the recipient.

However, when

the situation did not involve providing assistance,
attitudes were more negative.

Disabled persons involved in

the interaction reported conversational lulls when topics of
dating and sex were introduced.
The implication is able-bodied persons are more
comfortable with the disabled person being handicapped, and
less comfortable with the disabled person fitting into
social norms.

The greater the equality between the disabled

and nondisabled, the more negative nondisabled attitudes
became toward the disabled.
The literature reveals an important issue. Negative
attitudes are not the result of handicapped individuals.
Such people cannot control or change their disability.
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The

sources of negative attitudes are able-bodied persons and
the society, not actions of the disabled.
The ramifications are clear.

The nonhandicapped

person's attitude toward the disabled will not only inhibit
interactions, but the disabled person's ability to become a
vital, working member of society.

With existing attitudes,

contributions of disabled persons will be minimal and their
cognitive abilities ignored.

Thus, disabled individuals are

viewed as handicapped not handi"capable."
Instructor attitudes toward inclusion
People do hold a negative attitude toward those with
disabilities.

Research has shown the effects of these

attitudes on the disabled.

To fully understand how these

attitudes carry over into the educational environment,
specifically with instructors, attitudes of teachers toward
the inclusion of the physically disabled into the
traditional classroom will be reviewed.
Even with changes in federal and state laws, students
with disabilities cannot succeed if taught by professors
unprepared to teach them, and who share societal prejudices
against those with disabilities. College campuses across the
nation are being forced to deal with an increasingly diverse
student body (Davie, 1990). This expansion in diversity
includes an increase in the number of students with
disabilities (Davie, 1990; James & Matson, 1990).
However, universities are not equipped to deal with
this expansion (Davies, 1990). Problems between a student
with a disability and an able-bodied professor can arise
because of negative attitudes toward the disabled (Fichten,
Amsel, Bourdon, & Creti, 1988).

Knoff's (1985) survey found

that seventy-nine percent of instructors opposed the
inclusion of disabled students in their classrooms.
Instructors are leery of inclusion for three basic reasons:
mental ability, time, and uncertainty. Such opposition
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affects instructor acceptance of disabled students in their
classroom (Johnson, 1987).
Instructors are less accepting of disabled students
because they view the students as less capable academically
(Fichten et al., 1988; Gersten, Walker, Darch, 1988;
Johnson, 1987; Mandell & Strain, 1978).

For example,

Johnson (1987) determined that instructors associate higher
academic standards and capabilities with able-bodied
students and disruptive behaviors and lower cognitive skills
with disabled students.
In their classic study of teacher expectations,
Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) found that students with
disabilities were not expected to "bloom" intellectually.
When they did flourish academically, students with
disabilities were derogated by their instructors.

Asch

(1989) supported this study as she found that when teachers
realized they had a student with blind, hearing impaired, or
wheelchair mobile, they lowered their expectations for each
student because they felt the student could not mentally
handle the work.
Time commitment is also an instructor's concern.
Shotel, Iano, and McGettigan (1972) found that instructors
resisted contact and interaction with disabled students
because they felt it would take away instructional time away
from able-bodied students.

Because instructors view

disabled students as mentally slower, needing more explicit
instruction, and more time to complete assignments, that
they will require more attention than able-bodied peers
(Myles & Simpson, 1989).
Zach, a legally blind college student, said that he was
often excused from certain requirements in physics and math
because his teachers did not want to take the time to
explain examples and assignments to him.

Many classroom

activities were easier to explain by writing on the
blackboard, or written handouts.
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Instructors do not want to

"waste" time with disabled students, and feel they should
not be asked to do it (Asch, 1989).
Fear of the unknown affects instructor acceptance of
disabled students as well.

Able-bodied instructor and

disabled student interaction is characterized by
uncertainty, tension, and avoidance (Thompson, 1983).
Because the relationship is forced upon them, instructors
feel uncomfortable (Coleman & DePaulo, 1991).

When faced

with a disabled student, instructors feel inadequately
prepared professionally and emotionally (Fichten, 1988).
After entering an integrated classroom, instructors are
usually faced with questions of acceptable behavior.
talk about sexuality, blindness, paralysis?"
them?"

"Do I

"How do I test

"Do I change my teaching technique?" (Fichten et

al., 1988).

Because, they are not usually equiped to answer

these questions, they avoid confronting them (Gersten,
Walker, Darch, 1988).
Avoiding disabled students is widespread and manifests
itself in many ways.

Interactions with a disabled student

tend to be shorter than those with able-bodied students
(Thompson, 1983).

Able-bodied instructors maintain greater

interpersonal distance when interacting with disabled
students (Fine & Asch, 1988).

They also experience anxiety

about the interaction (Asch, 1984) and try to avoid any
contact (Thompson, 1983).
Whatever the reason, professors are less comfortable
with disabled students than with able-bodied students
(Fichten et al., 1988).

Such students are generally

perceived as difficult to deal with, demanding of time and
energy, and usually having lower intellectual ability
(Gerber & Semmel, 1984; Gersten, Walker, Darch, 1988).
How do these attitudes and concerns affect the
classroom?

Brophy and Good (1974) point out that "the

attitude a teacher forms toward a student may affect how he
treats him in the classroom and how he grades his
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performances" (p. 20).

According to research, negative

instructor attitudes have a negative effect on disabled
students' self-concept and classroom performance (Winzer,
1987).

However, research has not uncovered how these

attitudes manifest themselves in the classroom through
communicative behaviors.
Effective "teaching and learning cannot take place when
professors do not know what to do or say to the disabled
students in their classrooms" (Fichten et al., 1988, p. 14).
Negative attitudes, lack of knowledge, uncertainty and fear
have a negative effect on the disabled student.

Thus, it is

important to identify what communicative behaviors are
exhibited in an inclusive classroom and if these behaviors
change from a "normal" classroom.

Research aptly looks at

the attitudes toward the disabled, but fail to provide data
showing how these attitudes mainfest themselves in
communicative behavior.
The communication and education disciplines are
specific about what behaviors are and are not important to
classroom communciation.

However, both disciplines fail to

identify specific communicative behaviors that are inclusive
of disabled students and are unique to inclusive classrooms
(Fichten et al., 1988).
Summary of the Chapter
Research highlights the attitudes of able-bodied
persons toward disabled people and even show how these
societal attitudes affect interactions with the disabled.
However, classroom interaction has not been given the same
scrutiny.
Education and communication researchers study the
behaviors of an effective teacher, and even explore teacher
attitude toward the inclusion of physically disabled
students.

Unfortunately, the research stops at that point.

No discipline has explored how inclusion of physically
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disabled students in

"normal" classrooms affect the

behavior and communication of instructors.
Although research has not explored such communicative
behaviors in the classroom, Scott has experienced them.

He

has been on the receiving end of stares, uncertain
instruction, fear, and impatience.

Scott has excelled

despite the inequality of his instruction, others like him
may not.
Communication with those who are disabled is not a
magical process; it is a very human process.
It
can be studied and improved. • • • (to) make it a
little easier for communication to take place
between two groups of human beings who are much
more alike than they are different. (Stromer,
1983, p. 425)
Research Questions
RQl: Is there a difference in instructor communication
between able-bodied and disabled students?
a. Is there a nonverbal communication difference?
b. Is there a verbal communication difference?
c. Is communication with students with
disabilities avoided?
RQ2: How do instructor-disabled student interactions
differ from instructor-able-bodied student interactions?
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Participants
The students and instructors who participated in this
study all attended or taught classes at Texas Tech
University. Of the students, two were male and four were
female.

Five instructors were female and one male.

The

students' physical disabilities varied.
Subject A was paralyzed from the waist down and used a
wheelchair as the mode of transportation.

Subject A

attended an introduction to human development course taught
by an associate professor. Subject B was hearing impaired,
but could maintain ten percent hearing if the instructor
spoke into a special microphone that the subject provided.
Subject B attended an hearing impaired education course
taught by an associate professor.
Subject C was paralyzed from the waist down and used a
wheelchair as the mode of transportation.

Subject C

attended a children's games physical education course taught
by an instructor with 30 years teaching experience. Subject
D experienced cerebral palsy and used crutches to assist
with walking and had visible leg braces.

Subject D attended

a special education course for teaching the learning
disabled taught by an assistant instructor.
Subject E used a wheelchair as the mode of
transportation due to cerebral palsy.

Subject E attended a

graduate course in higher education administration taught by
an associate professor.

This condition made communication

impossible and required the use of a audio typewriter.
Subject F was paralyzed from the waist down and used a
wheelchair as the mode of transportation.

Subject F

attended an introduction to physiology course taught by a
second-year teaching assistant.
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Class size ranged from fourteen to forty-two students.
The physical structure for each class was extremely similar.
All mass lecture halls and classrooms were avoided in hope
that a small room would facilitate interaction between the
instructor and students.

Each instructor was on the same

floor level as the entire class.

Each student was provided

a desk, with all desks arranged in four to six rows.

The

instructor always taught from the front of the room.

Each

class used in the study was small enough that instructors
could easily interact with students, verbally and
physically.
Study Rationale
The participant-observation method was utilized to
further examine the classroom interactions with instructors
and students with disabilities.

According to Erickson

(1986), the participant-observation research method is
important and effective in understanding life events, why
they happen, and what causes them.
Participant-observation
Participant-observation identifies the invisible
patterns of everyday life (Erickson, 1986; Goetz & LeCompte,
1984; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

The initial question for

observational research is "what is happening here?"
an important question to answer (Erickson, 1986).

This is
Life is

largely invisible to us due to familiarity and subconscious
patterns of actions and the way they are performed
(Erickson, 1986; Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Lincoln & Guba,
1985).
The observations allow for response to environmental
cues that present themselves.

Because of that

responsiveness, "the observer can interact with the
situation to sense its dimensions and make them explicit"
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 193).
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Observing classroom

interaction enables the commonplace to be identified,
highlighted, and documented.
Such documentation of classroom interaction through
participant-observation satisfies the need to understand
how communication is facilitated or avoided, and notes the
results of these actions (Cooper & Good, 1983; Erickson,
1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Observations allow the

researcher to answer the question "what is happening here?"
with specific, detailed accounts that not only tell what
actions take place but why and how they develop.

Thus,

observations deepen understanding of the subject of inquiry
(Erickson, 1986).
Following the identification of behavioral patterns,
the researcher can discover the relevance they have with
issues and circumstances beyond the initial setting of the
study (Erickson, 1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

"Considering

the relations between a setting and its wider social
environments help clarify what is happening in the setting
itself" (Erickson, 1986, p. 122).

It is important to

consider "wider spheres" of influence when investigating
narrower circumstances of society (Erickson, 1986).

Such

comparisons between what society does to what is happening
in the observed situation will shed light on the importance
of the findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
For example, if instructors avoid communication with
students who are disabled in the setting observed, it
becomes important to compare this setting to others.

If the

comparison finds other instructors exhibiting the same
behavior, the construct should be further compared beyond an
educational setting.
Are those with disabilities avoided in employment
situations?

The more common the situation is observed, the

more pervasive the action, the more relevant the findings
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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Observers should continually question how their
findings relate to the rest of society (Erickson, 1986; Good

& Brophy, 1987).

In doing so, the comparison can lead to a

more realistic and imaginative study that takes a broader,
more applicable appeal for the findings of the specific
situation.

Participant-observation is the most effective

way to reach this level of understanding (Cooper & Good,
1983; Erickson, 1986; Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Good & Brophy,
1987; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
The human as an instrument
For the participant-observation method to be effective,
the observer must be effective as well.
In order to carry out the role of the participant
observer effectively, the researcher must become a
natural part of everyday life of the
observed • • • • Observers must pitch their tents
among the natives, must enter the situation so
deeply that they can recreate in imagination and
experience the thoughts and sentiments of the
observed. (Norman, 1970, p. 38)
Lincoln and Guba (1985) identified seven reasons that
observation as a method is effective and beneficial in
gathering data.

The characteristics surrounding

observations uniquely qualify humans as the instrument of
choice for observational studies.
First, observers are responsive.

The observer can

sense and respond to environmental cues that present
themselves.

Because of that responsiveness, "the observer

can interact with the situation to sense its dimensions and
make them explicit" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 193).
Observers, imperfect as humans are, are virtually
infinitely adaptable.

One instrument may be perfect for one

situation and not for another. But observers can collect
data "about multiple factors--and at multiple levels-simultaneously" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 193).
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Observers can maintain a holistic emphasis.

All

variables within an observed context are small pieces that
make the world function.

Humans are the only instrument

that are capable of grasping various levels of information
and then applying it to the world's functioning.

Thus,

participant-observations are effective because information
is processed in context of surroundings.
Humans are capable of processing theory and reasoning
as well as understanding knowledge gained from experience
and emotion.

Thus, observers are able to extend the logical

reasoning with the "realm of felt, to the silent sympathies,
to the unconscious wishes," to deepen understanding of
theory and reasoning (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 194).
Only the human instrument can process data as soon as
it becomes available.

This means observers can generate

hypotheses on the spot, and test it immediately in the very
situation in which it is created.
Observers can also clarify and summarize the
information they immediately process.

After receiving the

data, the observer has the unique ability to summarize it
and feed it back to the source for clarification and
correction.
Finally, observers have opportunities to explore
atypical responses.

With ordinary instruments, the atypical

response is discarded because it cannot be coded, utilized,
or understood.

With observation, the human instrument is

able to explore unusual responses to either test their
validity or achieve a deeper understanding not possible with
other methods.
Therefore, participant-observation is an unique,
effective research method.

The human as an instrument

proves important and possess effective skills that solidify
observations as a legitimate, important tool for
understanding everyday life events.
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Participant-observation in the classroom
According to Javidi, Downs, and Nussbaum (1988)
instructional research should develop more studies utilizing
the participant-observation method.

"To understand teaching

we must see and observe teaching" (p. 286).

Participant-

observation can and will deepen understanding of classroom
interactions (Cooper & Good, 1983).
According to Evertson and Green (1986), observations in
an educational setting lay the groundwork for other
perspectives on the study of instruction.

Observations are

needed in order to guide those interested in furthering
theoretical foundation of education research.
Before such theory on instruction can be created,
description of classroom situations and behaviors involving
teachers and students must be increased (Goetz & LeCompte,
1984).

Participant-observations are the best method to

fully describe and understand classroom interactions and
will
provide rich, descriptive data about contexts,
activities, and beliefs of participants in the
educational settings with an emphasis on trying to
study the whole setting. (Good & Brophy, 1987, p.
96)
Therefore, participant-observation provided depth and
insight to the instructional process.

Such research will

not only enhance understandings of classroom interaction, it
will create foundations on which theories on educational
processes can be developed.
Based on the nature of the research questions, the
investigator determined that participant-observation was the
most appropriate and useful research method.

This method

allows specific behaviors to be viewed and recorded.
Because research involving instructor interaction with
students with disabilities is limited, participantobservation provides new insight and direction.
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Procedures
The students observed in this study had released their
names to the Student Affairs office for research purposes.
Six students were solicited by telephone requesting
permission to observe classroom interactions.
If permission
was granted, the students then provided the name of an
instructor for one of their classes.

In turn, the

instructors were contacted for permission to observe
classroom interactions.

This study was approved by the

Human Subjects Committee.
Following approval of the study, an observation
schedule was developed.

This schedule was formed in

compliance with the observer's work schedule, and then
perticipants were selected based on their class time, the
nature of the subject's disability, and the nature of the
class.

A diverse subject pool was desired, with a variety

in disabilities involved.

This schedule allowed different

classes and different disabilities to be involved in the
study.

Observations took place three days a week for a six-

week period, and involved six subjects and instructors.
Subject A was observed from 10:00 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. on
Monday and Friday for one week and then observed on
Wednesday the following week during the same time period.
This alternating weekly schedule continued throughout the
six week observation period.

This subject was observed in

class nine separate times for nine hours.
Subject B was observed from 11:00 a.m. to 11:50 a.m. on
Monday and Wednesday for the entire study.

This subject was

observed in class twelve times for a total of twelve hours.
Subject C was observed from 1:00 p.m. to 1:50 p.m. on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday six weeks.

This subject was

observed in eighteen class meetings for eighteen hours.
Subject D was observed from 4:35 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. on
Monday and Wednesday for six weeks.

This subject was

observed in twelve class meetings for eighteen hours.
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Subject E was observed from 6:00 p.m. to 8:50 p.m. on Monday
for six weeks. This subject was observed in six class
meetings for eighteen hours.
Subject F was observed from 10:00 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. on
Wednesday for one week and then observed on Monday and
Friday the following week during the same time period.
alternating weekly schedule continued for six weeks.

This
This

subject was observed in class nine separate times for n~ne
hours.
By the end of the six-week period, the researcher had
observed sixty-six class meetings for a total of eighty-four
hours.

During this time, the observer took field notes in

order to record experiences.

When using the participant-

observation method, the investigator acts as much as
possible with and in the same manner as the individuals
being investigated (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984).

To accurately

understand and record classroom experiences, the
investigator participated in the classrooms as a student.
In the class that met in the gym, the investigator
dressed in sweats and participated in the physical
activities.

When homework was assigned in other classes,

the investigator completed the work and turned it in to the
instructor.

This participant nature of the research was

carried through to all observed classes with the purpose of
fitting in as a student taking the class for credit.

Daily

activities such a group presentations, discussions, and
tests were participated in by the investigator.
Data collect through field notes
During class interactions, or when necessary
immediately following the class, the investigator took
detailed field notes.

These notes primarily documented

observed behaviors, but also included interpretive comments
based on the researcher's perceptions of the instructorstudent interactions.

These notes were taken on 8.5 x 14
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inch note pads.

This allowed the researcher to appear to be

a student taking notes on class lecture.
The pages were xerox-copied for analysis to keep the
original data file intact, but no other transcriptions were
completed.

No audio- or video-recordings were employed to

support the field notes.

For those instances when

instructors relayed their thoughts to the investigator about
the subject or the class as a whole, the conversation was
recorded from memory immediately following its conclusion
into field notes.
During the study's observational period, the field
notes were reviewed to identify emerging themes and
constructs.

The findings were discussed using other

research for verification of these themes.
were

These findings

discussed during the study with several communication

scholars, professionals and students with disabilities in
order to solidify these themes as appropriate and accurate.
Final reporting of the data took the form of inductive
constructs which encompass the observations related to
individual emergent themes.

The validity of these

constructs rests on the method of constant comparison
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

This method of data processing will

include four stages identified by Lincoln and Guba (1986).
(1) Comparing incidents applicable to each other.
After coding incidents, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that
themes will emerge.

While coding, each incident will be

compared with previous incidents in the same and different
themes or categories.

Such comparisons will "generate

theoretical properties of the category" (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, p. 341).

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that

categories will develop in two ways:

categories that the

investigator constructs him or herself, or categories that
have emerged through the subjects themselves.

This ongoing

process will begin at the first of data collection and will
be discussed with scholars and professionals.
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.

(2) Integrating categories and their properties.

This

stage shifts from comparing incidents with other incidents
classified with the same theme, to comparing each incident
to the theme itself.

The purpose of this is to solidify the

inclusion of each incident to the rules or properties
describing the theme.
This stage defined the properties of each construct and
uses each incident to test the constructs.

Relationships

become more evident and categories or themes become set and
definable. Thus, theories begin to form.
(3) Delimiting the theory or construct.

Delimiting

begins to occur "at the level of the theory or construction,
because fewer and fewer modifications will be required as
more and more data are processed" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.
343).

Delimiting occurs as the themes are reduced in size

because of improved integration of the incidence into
themes. Each theme becomes well-defined.
(4) Writing the theory or construct.
take the form of writing a case report.

This stage will
This section will

include an explanation of the problem, a description of the
setting, a description of the interactions observed,
identification of important themes, and a discussion of the
specific outcomes of the research.

After the first three

steps are completed and the emergent themes identified, step
four will take the form of the results section to follow in
the preceding chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
After completing the first three steps of theme
identification as stated by Lincoln and Guba (1985); which
are comparing incidents, integrating categories and their
properties, and delimiting the construct, emergent themes
were identified. Field notes were taken and then analyzed
and coded in order to identify the constructs established
within the six-week study.
Results from this study will shed light on the
inclusion of students with disabilities in the traditional,
college classroom.

The results focus on the communication

and interaction between instructors and students with
disabilities.

This report tries to identify critical

instances that reveal underlying meanings of the
instructor's action.

In doing so, one tries to understand

the action reported from the perspective of the actors, or
persons being observed.

In describing the social action

through the report, one attempts to generalize the findings
to human life.
The report of findings to follow describes episodes of
action.

These episodes attempt to place the reader in the

situation, and provide understanding of the events being
described.
themes.

The events were identified and placed into four

Each theme categorizes the observed behavior to

better understand what the action described represents.
Emergent Themes
After the analysis of field notes was completed, four
themes emerged:

(1) "The Avoider";

(2) "The Guardian";

"The Rejector"; and (4) " The Nurturer."

(3)

Each theme will be

identified and explained and then episodes will be reported
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1n order to support the theme.

Within the themes, the

instructors will be referred to as either A, B, C, D, E, F
in order to distinguish their situations from each other and
to protect their anonymity.

Episodes involving each

instructor will be described as they apply to the theme in
question.
The situation involving each instructor will be
described, including the course taught and the subject's
disability.

Themes will be described using the most

representative and interesting episodes.

In doing so, the

reader should understand the experience of being a student
with a disability as well as understanding the experience of
instructing those with disabilities.
"The Avoider"
"The Avoider" theme refers to instructors who nervously
avoid communicating and interacting with those with
disabilities.

When observing instructors' communication

with a student with a disability, several nervous, avoidance
behaviors were recorded.

The most frequently observed

"Avoider" behaviors were ignoring the subject, physically
avoiding contact with the subject, and verbal avoidance of
topics pertaining to disabilities.
Each instructor avoided communication differently.
However, they all shared nervous behaviors exhibited as they
attempted to defuse or avoid communication with or about
students with disabilities.

Whether they avoided verbal

interaction, ignored the student's presence, or avoided
physical contact with the student, each instructor nervously
avoided communication and interaction.

The following

episodes will convey the variety of behaviors included under
"the Avoider" theme.
The inception of "the Avoider" theme came with the
first instructor involved in the study. Instructor A was an
associate professor teaching a human development course.
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After three class meetings, the subject, which was
wheelchair bound due to paralysis from the wasit down, asked
her first question in class.

Upon the completion of her

question, the class, which had been loud and unsettled,
became immediately quiet.
The instructor did not make eye contact with the
student as he has done with those who asked questions
previously.

He also chose to ignore the question, and

instead walked to the opposite side of the room away from
the subject and proceeded to review notes from the previous
class meeting.

After twenty minutes of lecturing on

genetical adaptations, the instructor began to disclose a
personal story about his pet.
His dog was run over two years previously and lost her
vision.

The dog initially had a difficult time getting

around, but learned to survive fairly well.

The instructor

began to explain how the story related to genetical
adaptation with, "I have this handicapped dog that.
(long pause) • • • "

He did not finish his sentence.

He certainly felt inhibited by his recognition that he
was about to share a story about a dog with a disability,
and he had a student with a disability right there looking
at him.

By saying the word "handicapped," he was faced with

an uncomfortable situation and seemingly feared offending
the subject, or feared embarrassing himself.
He became more nervous as he continued the lecture,
exhibiting behavior uncommon to him, such as disjointed
sentences, vocal fillers, and pacing.

One of the examples

in the book involved a person in a wheelchair. In the course
of the lecture, a student asked, "Did the little guy in the
wheelchair not develop right?"

The class and the professor

became incredibly uncomfortable.
The student who asked the question sat next to me and
the people sitting around us pointed to the subject and
asked the student to be "more considerate."
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The instructor

did not acknowledge the question and continued on with the
lecture.

At that point, all eye contact with the class

stopped, and the lecture lasted only five more minutes.

The

instructor then let class out ten minutes early, which was
unusual for him.
The nervousness exhibited in this situation was
continued through other class meetings.

During lectures,

the instructor avoided all contact with the subject.
subject always sat by the door.

The

Therefore, the instructor

would stand on the opposite side of the room.

In a period

of seven class meetings involving the subject, the
instructor never walked close to or talked to the subject or
students seated around the subject.
In one class meeting, the subject raised her hand.

The

instructor immediately put his head down and began looking
through the book and never acknowledged her presence.
Instead, he began asking questions of students, calling on
certain individuals by name.

In this particular situation,

before the subject raised her hand, the instructor was
somewhat relaxed and interactive as he disclosed his weekend
plans.

However, after the subject asked to be recognized by

raising her hand, he closed off communication, and exhibited
more nervous nonverbals, such as feet shuffles, vocal
fillers, and limited eye contact.
This behavior was exhibited again in a following class
meeting.

The instructor was reviewing the students for a

test and the subject was not in class.

After five minutes

into the review, the subject did appear, but she changed her
regular habit of sitting by the door.

She rolled across the

room and parked her wheelchair by the window and the
professor's usual spot.
The instructor watched expecting the subject to sit by
the door as usual.

When she did not stop, he watched her

approach his side of the room.

Immediately

upon her

stopping, he moved to the other side of the room as he
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continued his review. He stayed on this side of the room
until the class was dismissed.
This was the first time he veered away from his usual
spot opposite the door and the subject.

When the subject

changed her position and moved closer to him, he avoided
contact with her and moved in the opposite direction away
from the subject.
When the subject was in class, the instructor claimed a
position opposite from her and he held this position
throughout the class meeting.

However, when the subject was

absent from class, the instructor's movements and positions
changed, as well as his refusal to discuss disabilities.

He

moved freely and even pulled up a desk near where the
subject usually sat and rested his foot on it as the class
held a discussion on the lecture material.
As the instructor lectured on body movement and joints,
one student asked what happened to the joints in someone who
is paralyzed or handicapped and asked if "that girl in the
wheelchair could tell us what it was like." (The subject was
not present this day.)

The instructor responded with an

emphatic "NO, you don't need to ask her such personal
questions."

(In reality though, the subject has expressed

to me on several occasions after class that she liked to
talk to people about her condition.)

Although the

instructor would not allow the subject to be discussed, he
did facilitate discussion about the student's question.
This was the first time he addressed the issue. When he
talked about it, he was comfortable and lacked the nervous
tendencies he established previously when confronted with
the same situation.

Obviously, due to his movement and

receptivity of discussion about disabilities, the absence of
the subject relieved his nervousness.
He did not avoid the topic of disability and was not
inhibited to move about the room with the absence of the
disabled subject.

However, when the subject was present,
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the instructor's nervous non-communicative behaviors were
present.
Another instructor exhibited similar nervous, avoidance
behaviors toward a student in her class who was also
wheelchair bound due to paralysis. Instructor F was a
second-year teaching assistant, teaching a physiology
course. The first day of class, the instructor began to
discuss the syllabus when the subject rolled in and sat by
the door. The instructor was obviously caught off guard
because she stopped in mid-sentence, stuttered as she began
talking and seemed confused. This was peculiar because she
could not control her surprise at seeing the student. After
class was completed, she talked to me and asked me about the
student and what I knew about her. I told her what the
subject's name was, which she already knew. She then
disclosed that the subject was a good friend of hers in high
school when "she was normal." When the instructor moved
away to college she and the subject did not keep in touch.
It was a shock, she said, to see this person whom was not
disabled when they were friends in high school, come to
class as her student and be in a wheelchair. At that point,
I was interested to see if her previous relationship with
the subject made it easier on her now as the subject's
instructor.
As the semester progressed, though, the instructor
never initiated communication with the subject, and
exhibited nervous behaviors in her attempt to avoid
communication or contact with her. The instructor was very
similiar to Instructor A in that they both avoided contact
with the subjects by continually positioning themeselves on
the opposite side of the room from the subjects. As she
used the overhead projector, the position of the projector
kept the subject from seeing the material. The subject then
raised her hand, presumably to say she could not see, but
the instructor never looked at her. However, the instructor
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was aware of the situation, but instead of moving the
projector, or asking the subject to move, or even asking the
subject why her hand was raised, the instructor told another
student to share her notes with "her" (the subject).

She

never said her name, and never looked at her, she just
directed the student to the subject with a small point of
the finger.
Again, she worked to avoid communication with the
subject and exhibited nervousness as she stuttered, had
vocal fillers, and avoided even looking in the direction of
the subject.

This instructor usually did not stutter or

experience vocal fillers and was excellent at establishing
eye contact with the students.
In a lecture on the human eye, the instructor (who was
in her usual position opposite from the subject) began
explaining how blindness happens.

She referred to blindness

as a "handicap, no excuse me, disability."

As she corrected

herself, she made eye contact with the subject for the first
and only time during the entire observation period.

Upon

doing so, she giggled, stuttered, and began rubbing her
palms together, all of which gave an impression of extreme
nervous.

She then turned to write on the chalkboard and in

her nervousness dropped the chalk and it rolled right in
front of the subject.
She did not retrieve the chalk or ask the subject to
pick it up, she asked a student seated behind the subject to
pick it up and bring it to her.

This incident took place

without the instructor communicating with, or walking toward
the subject.

She avoided all communication and contact with

the subject.
When the subject was in the classroom and seated by the
door, the instructor would be on the opposite side of the
room and never left her position.

However, when the subject

was absent from class, the instructor felt free to move
about the room.

Usually she left the door open because it
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would be awkward to shut the door with the subject sitting
in its path.

With the door open she complained daily about

the noise in the hall, but did nothing about it.

However,

in the absence of the subject, she did not complain, she
just walked to the door and shut it.

For the remainder of

the period she was not permanently positioned in one area,
but moved around the room with easy and did not exhibit
nervous behaviors.
The instructor's nervousness was again seen when the
subject sat by the door the following class meeting.

As the

subject sat by the door, the instructor complained about the
noise and did not shut the door.

She positioned herself on

the opposite side of the room and did not move from that
point.
On one occasion, the instrcutor wanted to pass out an
assignment sheet. She asked for a volunteer who picked up
the assignment sheet and proceeded to distribute them to the
instructor's side of the room.

She stopped him and directed

him to pass out the assignments on the side of the room
which included the subject.
She could have easily passed out the assignments to the
side the student did not go to initially.

Instead, she

stopped the student, had him gather the material and move to
the other side of the class, and she proceeded where the
student volunteer left off.

Although undramatic in nature,

the instructor exhibited nervousness and avoided
communication with the subject at all cost.
The instructor knew the subject before the subject's
paralysis, but she still avoided her.

The instructor was

faced with teaching a student with a disability, as well as
dealing with a disability that was not present when the two
had a previous relationship. Her nervousness could have been
a result of the disability or a combination of both
sitautions.

In any case, she avoided communicating with the

subject because of her disability.
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Instructor E also experienced "the Avoider" behaviors
while teaching a graduate course in higher education
administration.

Because subject E could not verbally

communicate and required a commuter typewriter for
communication with others, direct contact was an absolute
must.

Without such contact the subject could not fulfill

the requirements for the course, or express his concerns or
questions about assignments, or ask questions in general.
But because of the physical limitations of his motor skills,
it took more than a normal amount of time for the subject to
type a sentence and made direct contact difficult but not
impossible.

However, his instructor never had any contact

with him, and thus eliminated the possiblity for
communication to take place.
As the first class started, the instructor asked
questions to facilitate discussion.

The subject typed in an

answer but could not raise his hand to get the instructor's
attention. Since raising his hand was not possible, the
subject would make vocal noises.
would be loud and distracting.

At times, these noises
Never did the instructor

recognize the noises were being made, or acknowledge the
subject.
The instructor did not make eye contact or speak with
the subject.

She continued asking questions and ignoring

the subject and his distracting behavior.

The students were

extremely uncomfortable and had a difficult time talking
when the subject would make his vocal noises, but the
instructor never gave any indication that she saw the
subject, much less heard him.
Classroom behavior for the subject did not change in
two classroom observations.

After that, the instructor

brought a "helper" with her to sit with the subject and help
him express his thoughts.

Unfortunately, she had not

discussed this with the subject beforehand.
was one of anger and frustration.
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His reaction

When the subject typed in

his thoughts, the helper would read them and then raise her
hand.
The instructor would then call on the helper and the
helper would try to express the subject's thoughts.

The two

times the helper tried to read the typewritten thought, the
subject would make his vocal noise to interrupt her.

His

behavior was disruptive and made everyone in the class
nervous, especially the instructor.

After the second

interruption, she apologized to the class for the
"disruption."
After class, the instructor talked to me and ask that I
not return for observations.

She disclosed that when she

was told she had a student with a disability in her
classroom she was nervous, but thought it would be someone
"in a wheelchair, you know, someone who is somewhat normal."
She indicated that she was not told of the severity of the
subject's disability and did not react well to his behavior.
She said it scared her and made her nervous, thus, her only
defense was to avoid him.
Her nervousness caused her to avoid the subject all
together.

This avoidance actually made the behavior that

frightened her worse.

The more she avoided and ignored him,

the more he would make his vocal noises in order to be
recognized.

It became a vicious cycle as the more she would

ignore him, the more he would be distruptive.

Due to her

fear and anxiety, the instructor would not communicate with
the subject.
Communication avoidance was also exhibited through
Instructor D, who taught a student with cerebral palsy, who
used crutches and required longer to communicate thoughts as
she had a difficult time physically expressing her words.
The instructor taught an education course for those wanting
to teach learning disabled students.
This instructor divided the students into four groups
for a group activity during one class.
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She went around and

worked with every group except group two, which included the
subject.

As each group presented their completed activity,

the instructor would provide detailed comments and direction
for each individual on the ideas they brought to the
presentation.
The lone exception was the subject, who has a difficult
time expressing thoughts without strain and shuttering.

The

instructor's critique of her presentation was "ahhah, well,
okay • • . I ah, the group was fine".

She could not

directly recognize or comment on the subject's presentation.
Thus, she nervously avoided having to communicate with the
subject.

However, this avoidance turned into hostility

which will be detailed in a following thematic section.
Still, the instructor avoided communicating with the
subject.

After class concluded, the instructor told me she

was uncomfortable, because she was afraid that by saying
anything about her presentation it "might draw attention to
her handicap."

To combat this fear, the instructor simply

avoided the situation all together.
The common thread through these episodes of "Nervous
Nellies" is the avoidance of communication.

Be it fear,

uncertainty, or being uncomfortable, the presence of a
student with a disability made the instructor nervous and
resulted in communication avoidance.
"The Guardian"
"The Guardian" theme refers to an instrutor's tendency
to be overly protective of students with disabilities.

Be

it emotional, physical, or intellectual protection, the
instructors exhibited a tendency to lower standards and
separate subjects from the rest of the class.

Thus,

instructors became "Guardians."
The first instructor that will be examined, Instructor
C, will provide of the majority of the episodes for this
theme. Athough she was not the only instructor to exhibit
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behaviors fitting this theme, she does provide plentiful and
extensive examples. Because her class was conducive to
interaction due to the physical nature of the activities
taught, the instructor had more opportunities to be
protective of the subject.

Therefore, she will be a major

focus of this theme due to the circumstances of the course,
but she will not be the only instructor included in the
following descriptions.
Preparing the class for an activity requiring physical
involvement, Instructor C was explaining a game she created
that would include the subject, who was wheelchair bound and
paralyzed from the waist down.

The instructor taught a

children's games physical education course.

This

explanation took place before class began and before the
subject arrived.

When class did begin, the instructor

gathered the group in a semi-circle in front of her.

The

instructor asked the subject to park her wheelchair beside
her.

Instead, the subject stayed behind her.
The instructor told the subject she would help her

after she gave instructions to the group.

As students took

their places on the gym floor as they had been told, the
instructor gave directions to the subject.

However, she

just repeated the exact same instructions to the subject as
she had given the rest of the class.
The game involved sitting in a circle and rolling the
ball to specific people.
children motor skills.)

(The game was designed to teach
The students simulated being a

child as they played the game.

Even though the subject was

in a wheelchair, she could still easily participate, but the
instructor would not allow it.
The instructor sat by the subject and when the ball was
rolled to the subject the instructor would "help" her catch
it and then roll it for her.
such assistance however.

The subject did not requ1re

She was in a wheelchair because

she was paralyzed from the waist down, but lifted weights
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and was very strong and visibly muscular.
very independent, strong image.

She projected a

But the instructor would

not let her roll the ball to another classmate.
Such protection was a daily occurrence.

As another

class began, the instructor asked everyone to circle around
her and make sure they could see and hear her.

The activity

involved forming an assembly line and putting pages in order
and then in a notebook.

Yet, the subject could not see

through the standing bodies to get these instructions.
The instructor, after the subject said she could not
see, answered her with "you'll be my special helper."

As

the activity began, the subject was told to position her
wheelchair by the instructor.

The result of the positioning

was that the instructor served as a barrier between the
subject and the other students.
For the remainder of the class period, the subject was
not included in the activity, nor was she given a separate
job. She sat for 45 minutes with nothing to do as the
students interacted with each other while assembling the
notebooks.

As class began, the subject rolled in with three

other classmates telling a joke and laughing. As class
ended, the subject left alone, and did not talk to anyone.
After class, the instructor indicated to me that the
subject did not pass the midterm test.

She did not

understand why the subject did poorly.

"I took such good

care of her to make sure she understood," the instructor
said.

But, she did offer an excuse for the subject's poor

performance.

The instructor disclosed that the subject lost

her jacket in the University Center before class.

"I'm sure

she was just too concerned about it to concentrate on the
test," she said.
During another class meeting the instructor again
served as the barrier between the class and the students.
The instructor had the students in a semi-circle around her,
with the subject seated behind her to her left.
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She gave

instructions to the class and then turned to her left and
gave a simplified version to the subject.
The subject said she understood and relayed to the
instructor that she did not need to go over the instructions
again because she understood them perfectly the first time.
The instructor continued providing the explanation until she
finished when she responded with a pat on the arm and a
cheery voice, "I'm just helpin' ya best I can."
After the instructor told the students to start the
task she gave them, one of the students asked for four
volunteers to help illustrate the game.

The subject

volunteered and the instructor asked her to "watch this
time" and then thanked her for "wanting to help."

As the

game was being played, the instructor went to different
positions and groups in the gym.

The subject was required

to follow her.
After this particular game was complete, a student gave
instructions for a game he created and asked for 18
volunteers.

The subject did not offer her services this

time as she had done previously.

Another student gave

instructions for the last game of the class period that
required every student to be involved, including the
subject.
However, after the directions were given and the
instructor realized running was involved, she asked the
subject to help her organize paperwork.

Ironically, an

activity previously described involved paperwork, and the
instructor removed the subject as well.
In a conversation before another class meeting, the
instructor revealed to me that a student came to her and
asked if she could create a game involving the subject
because the student felt bad that the subject was not
involved in the other activities.

After class began and the

instructor gave directions for this "special game" as she
called it, the subject was again outside the circle and
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began to wheel around and actually left the room, got a
drink of water, and returned.
The instructor began to give important directions about
the part of the game involving the subject, a student
mentioned to the instructor that the subject needed to hear
the information.

The response was, "now don't pick on her,

she'll be fine. I'll take care of her."

As the game began,

the instructor did give instructions to the subject.
The first game involved the subject and she
participated in it.

As the game was played, the instructor

had a student stand with the subject.
and the subject's team won.

It was a team game

After the game was complete,

everyone clapped and laughed and conversed with each other
and the subject.

The instructor stopped the noise and named

the subject "our Most Valuable Team Player."

The subject

showed no reaction to this distinction.
The next game was taught by the subject. When other
students taught the games they created, they selected
volunteers to help them.

However, the instructor picked

volunteers for the subject.

The subject delivered her

instructions and they were extremely difficult and confusing
and her game was very complicated.

Several students

indicated to the subject they did not understand. The
instructor stepped in and re-explained the game and
chastised the class for not listening.

The game was

completed and proved to be one of the more difficult ones
created.
The following student began to teach his game to the
class.

He selected his pupils to assist him and gave

instructions.

As the class prepared to start, the

instructor pulled the subject from the game because "after
such excitement, you need to rest."

After this game was

completed with the subject by the instructor on the
sideline, the fourth and final game of the day involved
everyone.
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Each person had to get in the circle with one person
sitting in a chair in the middle.

The student leader

selected the subject to be put in the middle.

As the game

began the instructor stood by me and said, "I did not set
this one up.

We did not practice this for (the subject). I

hope she does not feel uncomfortable."

The subject

participated in the game as the other able-bodied students
did, and did well.

As class was dismissed, the instructor

said, "I'm glad that went okay, she tries so hard."
The instructor seemed pensive that the student might be
hurt when participating in the activity.

Even when the

subject did part1cipate and did well, the instructor could
not stop worrying about her.

She was afraid to let go of

the student, and did not trust the other students to provide
the same protection for the subject that she did. Thus, even
when the subject was included in the class activity, the
instructor could not see the benefits of it, and continued
to worry.

This worry resulted in continued separation for

the subject.
As a student began teaching her game "Duck, Duck,
Goose" the following class meeting, everyone started talking
about how they played the game growing up.

The student

asked for everyone to participate, which meant everyone had
to get in a circle.

As the game started, the instructor

stood by the subject and when she was selected with a pat on
the head, the instructor took her place and chased the other
student for the subject.

When the game was over, the

instructor told the subject what a good job she did.
The second game involved throwing footballs in
basketball hoops.

Each student tossed the football ten

times, with each shot further from the basket than the
previous one.

After everyone had their turn, they tallied

who made the most shots.
and won the game.

The subject made six out of ten

When it was announced, everyone was

unusually excited and started clapping.
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The subject kept

saying it was not a big deal, but the instructor said it
was.

"You were great. You beat them.

Aren't you excited,"

she said in a "baby talk" tone of voice.
The third game involved running.
the subject from the game.

The instructor pulled

She told me that she did so well

in the basket-football game, that she did not want to "ruin
her (the subject) accomplishment by letting her get into a
game she wouldn't win."

Instead of participating and

running with her wheelchair, the subject just sat on the
sideline and served as the judge for the game.
Throughout the semester of observations, this
instructor exhibited an over protective attitude toward the
subject. Even as the subject would participate in activities
and do well, the instructor worked to make the situation
"easier" on her.

She could not allow the subject to

experience the same things her peers experienced.

Thus,

this instructor actually limited the education the subject
received.
After perfecting the games they created, the students
were leaving to teach the games to an elementary physical
education class.

They met at the regular class time and

were to leave from the gym.

The instructor told the student

to ride with her because the subject's car was not
available.

As she was giving these instructions to the

subject, the subject was in the process of securing a ride
with two other classmates.

The instructor would not allow

it and did end up taking the subject with her.

The

instructor was observed trying to lift the subject and put
her in the vehicle.

The subject kept saying, "I can do this

myself."
Facilitating discussion in a following class period,
the instructor asked if anyone had the experience of always
being the last child picked to be on a team in gym class.
Six people raised their hand and the subject was one of
them.

The instructor asked the subject to share her story.
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"Well, I was a blimp" was her response and she did not
go further.

The instructor ignored the remaining hands and

told the subject she was great and that it was fine because
she should feel great about herself.

The five other

students were given a short time to tell their story.
After each student shared their story the instructor
responded with a "thank you."

The class closed with a

discussion on Public Law 94-142.

She asked the class what

the law's purpose was and a student answered correctly that
it facilitated inclusion of students with disabilities 1n
the regular classroom. She responded, "It is great the laws
forces them to be with us."
As students prepared to play volleyball in the
following class period, the subject and three peers were
passing the ball around with their forearms.

After the

instructor set everything up, the group divided themselves
and wanted to begin play.

The subject was in one group, but

before the game began the instructor asked her to be the
scorekeeper and help monitor the games.
It was the first time the subject was heard
complaining.

She said, "Ohh, miissss" with disappointment

in her voice.
sweetie."

The instructor responded with "thanks,

The subject kept score for the first game and

asked to go to the bathroom.

She never came back.

With

five minutes left in class, the instructor went to look for
her in the ladies room and then went looking for her car,
which was gone.

The instructor said she must have felt bad,

"I guess it was a good thing she didn't play then."
The actions of this instructor were not isolated
instances. Other instructors lowered standards and removed
subjects from the rest of the classes. Instructor F, who
taught a physiology course, was one such person. She was a
second-year teaching assistant and the subject in her class
was wheelchair bound due to paralysis.
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While other students were required to turn in their
tests whether finished or not, Instructor F did not take the
subject's test with the others.

Rather, the subject was

given an extra fifteen minutes to complete the second exam,
even though she was not asked to do so by the Student
Services Office.

The instructor felt inclined to justify

her decision by saying, "someone like her deserves a break.
She tries so hard."
first test.

The subject made a perfect score on the

Class attendance was an important part of the grade for
this instructor's class.

However, the subject was absent

four times during the observational period.

During that

time, the subject missed two pop test worth 25 points each.
Those students who were absent were not supposed to get an
opportunity to make up the missed points according to class
policy.

The subject was given this privilege.

The instructor allowed the subject to dismiss the zeros
from her final grade.
hook.

"I don't know why she let me off the

I didn't even ask her too.

She just wrote me a note

telling me she understood," the subject repeated.

She did

not know what the instructor meant by "understood," but
indicated that she had not contacted the instructor about
her absences.
Instructor A offered a similar change in standards for
evaluation of the student with a disability in his class.
Talking to the class about his research on children and drug
use, the instructor noted that only 16 of 42 students were
in class.

He decided to take roll and passed a piece of

paper around for students to sign.

The subject was absent.

After class was dismissed, the instructor asked me if I
knew anything about the subject's reason for absence.

After

I told him I did not have any information, he winked and
signed her name to the list.

"She probably deserves a day

off because she works so hard," he whispered.
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An interaction between this instructor and a student
was previously described, but merits description again.
As the instructor lectured on body movement and joints, one
student asked what happened to the joints in someone who 1s
paralyzed or handicapped and asked if "that girl in the
wheelchair could tell us what it was like."

The instructor

responded with an emphatic "NO, you don't need to ask her
such personal questions."
Although students were repeatedly asked to describe
their bodies and their movement in class discussion, the
subject was the only student not asked to describe her
body's movement.

As the instructor told me after this

particular class meeting, "I don't want to embarrass her or
throw her to the wolves."
Instructor E demonstrated a different version of "the
Guardian'' theme by altering a test for her student, who used
a wheelchair and required the use of a typewriter for
communication purposes.

While other students received a

detailed six page essay exam, the subject received a
shorter, multiple choice test.

The instrcutor also hired a

"helper," as the instructor called her, to assist him in
completing the test.
The essay test took most students two and a half hours
to finish.
45 minutes.

The subject finished his multiple choice test in
After the subject finished his test and left,

a rumble went around the room because other students
wondered how someone could finish so quickly.

After the

subject was gone, the instructor offered an explanation in
response to the reaction.
"Don't worry, you are not behind. I gave (the subject)
a different, shorter test because it is so difficult for him
to write," she stated.

After class, the instructor asked if

I though she handled the subject's test properly.

I told

her I was not an expert, but wondered why she held him to a
different standard.

She responded that she felt sorry for
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him and wanted to make it easier for him because "he has to
struggle so much to get things on paper."
"Guardians" show their protective nature in many ways.
Either by protecting subjects from discussing their
disabilities, removing interaction with able-bodied
students, or by changing academic standards and policies,
"Guardians" instructors tried to take care of students with
disabilities.

Many instructors described in this theme

referred often to feeling sorry for the subject, or noting
how hard the subject worked, and thus, deserved easier
standards.

Instead of allowing students with disabilities

to complete projects, or participate in activities as the
subjects were capable of doing, these instructors' pity
resulted in a need for them to protect or mother the
subjects.
"The Rejector"
Through their actions, some instructors terminated a
student with a disability's ability to be a productive
member of the class.

Because of their treatment,

instructors destroyed a student's confidence or simply
frustrated a student into withdrawing emotionally and
academically.

Either because of their own fear or

uncertainty, "the Rejector" instructors treated students
with disabilities differently than able-bodied students.

By

ignoring or verbally abusing subjects, these instructors did
not know how to deal with the inclusion of a student with a
disability in the college classroom.
During the first two class meetings, the subject would
walk (on crutches) in with three or four peers, laughing,
talking, and socializing.

She would not say much in class,

but as soon as it was dismissed, the subject would link up
with the same group and they would leave together.
Unfortunately, that scenario did not last long for this
student who had cerebral palsy.
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The more contact she had

with Instructor D during the education course, the more
withdrawn she became.
This change in the subject began after she asked a
question and during a lecture, but the instructor refused to
answer it.

She said she was "not a baby-sitter" and to ask

someone else.
In the same breath, she answered another
student's question.
In a preceding class, students gave a five minute
presentation.

After all the presentations were complete,

the instructor gave an oral critique of the class.

She

talked in generalities about what was effective and what was
ineffective, but never cited specific people or topics and
never singled out individuals.
Right before she dismissed class, she asked a question.
"Did anyone notice (the subject) wasn't very loud? (The
subject) needed better organization.
was talking about could you?

I didn't know what she

This is a good chance for you

to learn from (the subject's) mistakes."
The subject's presentation was no different from eleven
other students as she made the same mistakes as other
students.

No one in the class defended the subject or

answered the instructor's questions.

After a few tense

seconds of silence, the instructor dismissed class.
In the next couple of class meetings, the instructor
ignored the subject. When students were divided into four
groups, the instructor worked with and positively evaluated
each group except the subject's group.

This group was not

visited by the instructor, and when evaluative comments were
given on each group's work, the subject was again ignored.
The student came in late the last four classes, and did
not talk to anyone as she left, even though one peer called
her name. She appeared uncomfortable. As she entered and
left class she did not make eye contact with her peers as
she did in the beginning of the semester. She did not talk
to anyone, whereas she used to be a vivacious person.
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In handing back tests, the instructor went over the
class average.

The grade distribution was two A's;

B's;

and 11 F's.

78.

two C's;

zero

The subject made a respectable

The subject, according to a letter from Student

Services, had to be allowed extra time to complete the same
test other students took.
score of any individual.

The instructor did not reveal any
However, she did make this

statement in front of the class, "wonder what you would have
made if you had the same time as everyone else."
With that comment, the subject had tears falling from
her eyes.

The instructor then backed off physically and

verbally.

Her comments became more general and softer as

she did not make evaluative statements, focusing on more
structural topics; i.e., questions that were missed, dates
for the final.

Class was dismissed and the subject hurried

out of the classroom.

As she entered the hall, she burst

into tears all over again.
After class I went to thank the instructor for allowing
me to observe her classroom.

She immediately responded with

an explanation that she wanted the subject to be prepared
for the real world.

"I want her to be treated the same as

everyone else," she said as she shut the door behind her.
This instructor lashed out at the subject repeatedly.
The effects on the subject were noticeable as she became
withdrawn, emotionally upset during class, and avoided
interaction with the very students she talked to in the
beginning of the semester.

Wanting to "prepare the subject

for the real world," this instructor held this student to a
different standard, a standard that would not be applied to
the other able-bodied students in the class.

Although not

as harsh in her treatment, Instructor E exhibited similar
behavior.
Instructor E exhibited a less overt version of "The
Terminator" theme by ignoring the presence of the student
with a disability in her class.
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In this higher education

administration graduate class, the subject was wheelchair
bound and required the use of a typewriter for communication
with the instructor.

As class started, the instructor asked

questions to facilitate discussion.

The subject typed in an

answer but could not raise his hand to get the instructor's
attention.
The subject maked vocal noises and pounded on the desk
with his right fist.

These noises would be loud and

distracting, but the instructor never asked the subject to
stop or recognized the subject in any manner.

Classroom

behavior for the subject did not change in two classroom
observations.

The instructor brought a "helper" to sit with

the subject and help him express his thoughts, but did not
discussed this with the subject beforehand.

He was not

pleased with this development and his reactions illustrated
his anger.

When the subject typed in his thoughts, the

helper would read them and then raise her hand.
When the instructor would call on the helper and the
helper to read the typewritten thought, the subject would
make his vocal noise and interrupt her.

After the second

interruption, she apologized to the class for the
"disruption."

No one in the class responded tot he

instructor's apology.
This instructor ignored the subject by hiring an
assistant to deal with him in her place.

Thus, when the

hired assistant tried to communicate with the instructor,
the subject would disrupt the communication flow.

After

four class meetings in which the subject was never addressed
by the instructor, the subject became more and more
disruptive.
As the instructor would lecture, the subject would have
a thought to share, but be ignored.

When the class would

hold discussion, the subject was never addressed.

In each

situation, the subject would make vocal noise to get
people's attention.

This took place for the first three
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class interactions.

During the fourth class meeting, the

vocal noises were combined with a light pounding of the
subject's right fist.

The subject was never asked to stop,

or provide his comments.

The only option the subject had

was in the final two class meetings when he could
communicate through the assistant.

He chose not to use the

assistant and the instructor chose not to communicate with
the subject.
These instructors did not exhibit understanding or a
willingness to communicate with the subjects.

In doing so,

the subjects were made to feel different from other students
due to different treatment.

Students with disabilities were

either ignored or singled out, and the bottom line was that
they were rejected as individuals and as students.
The effects of such treatment caused visible pain for
each subject.

They either withdrew from interacting with

the class, or exhibited disruptive actions in order to
receive attention all students deserve.

But no matter how

they were treated, the treatment was so severe that the
instructors rejected the subjects, and in the process,
rejected a positive learning environment for students with
disaiblities.
"The Nurturer"
In the drama, "The Miracle Worker" Helen Keller was
treated differently that other children until Anne Sullivan
began to teach her.

Through her teaching, Anne Sullivan

treated Helen as she would treat any able-bodied student.
She believed Helen could learn, and helped her earn an
education.

Through the instruction of Anne Sullivan, Helen

was given an opportunity most able-bodied children take for
granted.

She was instructed by a teacher her viewed Helen

as she would view any student--a person with a mind capable
of learning.
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Providing all students equal opportunity to learn, "the
Nurturer'' is at ease with students no matter what their
physical ability.

Instructors fitting in this theme treat

students with disabilities as they treat any able-bodied
student.

They facilitate an environment in which students

with disabilities are supported and encouraged.

"The

Nurturer" finds ways to include students with disabilities
in the classroom and facilitates learning for all students.
Instructor B taught an education class for those who
wanted to be special education teachers.

The focus of the

class was teaching students with a hearing impairment.

In

this class of 23, one student had a hearing impairment.

To

include the subject in the class, the instructor had to wear
a special microphone that transmitted her message into the
subject's ear.

There were several occasions throughout the

observational period, in which the instructor demonstrated a
desire and ability to include the subjct in the class as a
normal, capable student.
A particular class meeting involved a group
presentation.

As the group was preparing to begin, the

first speaker was trying to hook up the microphone so the
subject could get part of their presentation.

The speaker

had a difficult time working the microphone and asked the
instructor to help her.
The instructor, did not give an answer, but directed
the speaker back to the subject.

The instructor forced

interaction between the students and the subject.

As the

presentation was being given, the speaker made a statement
about how more structure was needed in the deaf education
curriculum.

The subject fiercely shook his head indicating

he agreed with the group's assessment.

This response casued

the class and the instructor to laugh and the presenters
seemed to relax.
During the presentation, the group continually used the
phrase, "deaf people."

In her critique afterwards, the
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instructor chastised them for saying this and encouraged
them to use the phrase "people dealing with deafness."
In another class meeting, students were divided into
groups and were to develop a music lesson for those dealing
with deafness.

The instructor spent equal time with each

group, and tried to facilitate communication between the
subject and two group members who told the subject they were
too self-conscious to use their limited sign language skills
with him.

The instructor helped them as they had a short

conversation with the subject by interpreting as well as
assisting them with their signs.
The second half of the class was spent taking a short
test.

The instructor, who gave the directions verbally and

in sign language, told the class it was an open note test
and passed out the questions.

As students began to write,

the instructor noticed the subject was not using his notes.
She signed to him that he should have begun using them as
they both laughed.
As everyone turned 1n their test and began to leave,
the subject initiated a conversation with his classmates.
He signed and the instructor told the class what he was
saying.

He wanted to set up a class get-together.

instructor asked the class if she could come along.
response was yes.

The
The

The instructor continued to serve as an

interpreter until the event was set.
Challenged to create a puppet show for children dealing
with deafness, the class was divided into four groups.

As

the subject's group circled around, one student signed to
the subject.

After she finished the instructor jumped in

and responded to her saying, "Now just because he is hearing
impaired doesn't mean he has all the answers so don't think
you will dump it all on (the subject)."

The group and the

subject laughed after the instructor left the group.
After group meetings, the instructor facilitated a
class discussion.

She asked questions of the class and the
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subject as well.

When a student would answer, the

instructor would sign the answer for the subject because the
class could not use the microphone.

The sign language and

the verbal language were intertwined effectively by the
instructor.

You were not really aware of it when she would

sign and speak at the same time. It was as it were a natural
occurrence.
The puppet shows were rehearsed and practiced and
finally ready for presentation to the class.

The first show

was being performed and involved a monkey with a hearing
impairment applying for a job.

The scene showed the

interviewer expressing concern and rejecting the "deaf"
monkey.
Because the people were behind a board and under a
table, they could not wear the microphone for the subject.
Realizing the subject could not receive the transmission,
the instructor jumped up and signed to the subject until the
presenters came up from the table to discuss the show with
the class.
To start the discussion, the group asked the subject to
share his experiences in applying for a job. He got up and
signed the answer.

The instructor asked another student to

interpret for him.

The subject said he was treated

differently be it in the workplace, the classroom, or even
shopping.
He said people avoided, ignored and feared his
disability.

But, he added, if the person has experience and

training about disabilities, treatment is different.
used the instructor as an example.

He

He said she did not

treat him differently from others, she did not ignore or
fear him, and that "she reacts to me like she reacts to
you." The instructor did not respond and asked the group to
continue with their discussion.
As a preceding class began, the subject walked in late
and sat in the back.

The subject seemed upset as he slumped
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down in his desk.

He did not respond as a peer signed

something to him. He did not respond to anything for the
entire group presentation.
As part of the presentation, students were divided into
groups of four and directed to participate in an activity.
The subject got in his group, but would not participate.
The instructor, with the microphone, asked if everything was
fine.

The subject responded in sign and the instructor told

the group he was tired.

She then told him, "well, we are

all tired (subject's name), but you still have to
participate so get going."

The subject then became

limitedly active in the group.
Given the same situation, other instructors might have
handled things differently. "The Avoider" would avoid
commenting on the situation or communicating with the
subject.

"The Guardian" would have allowed the subject not

to participate and would do so through pity for him or her.
"The Rejector" would have ignore or lashed out at the
subject in frustration. Whatever the scenario, the
instructors under each theme would not have reacted in the
same manner as Instructor B, who worked to treat the subject
as she would any student.

Thus, this instructor was a

"Nurturer" because she provided the subject an opportunity
to learn as a normal, capable student.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Research is changing. A field once dominated by
measurement, operationalized definitions,
variables, and empirical fact has had to make room
for a research approach gaining in popularity, one
that emphasizes inductive, description, and the
study of people's perceptions. Generations of
researchers trained to think of research in one
dimension, the quantitative, have been asked to
embrace a broader view. Approaches that a short
time ago were peremptorily dismissed as
prescientific or "fluff," have begun to play a
role more central to research. (Bogdan & Bilken,
1982, p. xiii)

As students with disabilities enter the traditional
classroom at an increasing rate, able-bodied instructors are
faced with a more diverse student body.

With little or no

training, instructors must deal with insecurities, fears,
and uncertainties surrounding the inclusion of a student
with a disability in their classroom (Fine & Asch, 1988).
An instructor's lack of certainty about appropriate
behaviors and communication with those with disabilities
influences their interactions with such individuals
(Fichten, Amsel, Bourdon, & Creti, 1988).

Thus, it is

important to identify differences between an instructor's
reaction to a student with disability as opposed to an ablebodied student.
To chart such interactions and mark any difference that
might take place, participant observation was viewed as the
most effective methodological tool available.

Because

participant-observation enables everyday activity to be
identified and documented, it has deepened our understanding
of interactions between able-bodied instructors and students
with disabilities.
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Implications of Results
After the observations were completed and the results
reported, important factors were identified.

Several

differences in instructors' communication between students
with disabilities and able-bodied students were found.

To

understand these differences, themes were identified to
represent instructors' communication patterns between
students with disabilities and able-bodied students.
Three main differences were identified in instructors'
communication with able-bodied students as opposed to
students with disabilities.
was communication avoidance.

The most prevalent difference
Most instructors avoided

communicating with the students with disabilities in their
classrooms.

These findings are in line with Asch's (1984)

survey revealing that able-bodied people avoid communication
with those with disabilities.
The theme "the Avoider" was identified as an
instructor's communication behavior in classrooms involving
students with disabilities.

Although each instructor,

except "the Nurturer," avoided communication differently, he
or she exhibited nervous behaviors as he or she stopped or
avoided communication with or about students with
disabilities.

Instructors avoided conversing with, ignored

the presence of, and/or avoided physical contact with
students with disabilities.
Within each episode, the avoidance was caused by the
disability, not the person with a disability.

Thus, the

avoidance was not due to personality, performance in class,
or any other behavioral flaw, but is instead caused by a
factor which the student has no control over.

This also

supports previous research by Royse and Edwards (1989) who
found that when people treated those with disabilities
differently, they did so because of the physical
disability's presence.
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The implications of such treatment are important as
results of communication avoidance lowers the educational
value for the student with a disability.

If an instructor

will not communicate with a student with a disability, it
reduces the worth of that student, and provides a less
personal and less valuable education for that student.
The nervous behaviors surrounding the avoidance may
also affect the education of able-bodied students.

If an

instructor is worried about, and avoiding communication with
the student with a disability, it could reduce his or her
effectiveness as an instructor disseminating information to
the class.

Such behavior becomes disruptive and distracting

as able-bodied students note it.

This avoidance behavior

also communicates a message to able-bodied students that it
is acceptable to treat those with disabilities differently.
Not all instructor's avoided communication with
students with disabilities, however.

Even so, their

communication with such students differed from able-bodied
students.

The observations revealed instructors' tendencies

to be protective of students with disabilities and lower
their expectations and requirements for such students.
Hence, some instructors became "Guardians."
Emotionally, physically, or intellectually, instructors
tried to protect students with disabilities.

Sometimes

instructors lowered academic standards for those with
disabilities. Whether it was because they viewed students as
less capable academically (Fitchen et al., 1988), felt sorry
for them (Royce & Edwards, 1989), or needed to increase
their own self-esteem by helping those with disabilities
(Fine & Asch, 1988), instructors changed, altered and
lowered the academic requirements.
A new concept was charted through this theme, however.
Some instructors worked to protect those with disabilities
by changing class activities or removing them from
activities in order to shelter them.
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Reasons for this

protectionism attitude came from a need of the instructor to
limit any emotional damage he or she thought would be caused
by the subject's interaction with other peers.
Instructors changed their instruction and separated the
student from able-bodied peers.

Although this "Guardian"

attitude was carried out in genuine concern, its effects
could be detrimental.

While these instructors demonstrate

genuine concern for their students, they may not recognize
the implications of their actions.
When a student with a disability is protected by "the
Guardian," the student is not pushed or motivated to reach
his or her learning capability.

Also, students may learn

that they deserve special attention even if they are capable
of completing a task, and begin to expect it.

When they do

not receive it, they will not be equipped to deal with the
consequences of their actions, or be able to take care of
themselves.
Other students recognize the unfairness of such
treatment and may begin to resent both the instructor and
the student with a disability. If students with disabilities
are treated differently in the classroom, both the student
and their able-bodied peers will grow to expect it in the
workplace.
Just as damaging, if not more so, were behaviors
identified under the theme "the Rejector," as instructors
again exhibited a need to treat students with disabilities
differently.

The instructors' interaction with the students

terminated the students' involvement in the class and the
learning process, either by picking on the student or
ignoring the student's existence in the classroom.

These

instructors exhibited contempt for their subjects in front
of the able-bodied students in the class.

This behavior is

an expression of uncertainty, anger, and opposition to
teaching students with disabilities (Johnson, 1987).
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As students with disabilities are ignored or harassed,
the effects can be lasting and permanent.

Students with

disabilities learn to think they do not have anything to
offer, or do not have the ability to achieve in the college
setting.

They then start to believe they are different from

and less capable than their able-bodied peers, and thus, are
not worthy of an instructor's attention or instruction.
Again, it also sends a message to those able-bodied students
in the class, that persons with disabilities are different,
should be treated differently, and should not be treated
fairly because they cause problems.
The communicative behaviors of "Rejecters" can be
understood through the concept of verbal aggression.
According to Infante, Riddle, Horvath, and Tumlin (1992),
verbal aggression takes several forms such as character
attacks, competence attacks, physical appearance attacks,
teasing, ridicule, and nonverbal emblems.

Each of these

forms of verbal aggression were reported in "the Rejector"
theme.

The results of such treatment are severe.

Persons who are the recipients of such attacks
experience embarrassment, feelings of inadequacy,
humiliation, hopelessness, despair and depression (Infante
et al., 1992).

The students with disabilities that were

targeted by "Rejecters" in this study seeming experiences
many of these feelings.

Thus, verbal aggression research

sheds insight on the effects of "the Rejector" communicative
behavior.
Fortunately, not all observed interactions were
detrimental.
today.

"The Nurturer" is alive and well in education

One such instructor worked to include the student

with a disability in the class as a normal, and important
part of everyday activity.

However, such instruction

required patience, concern, and self-assurance on the part
of the instructor.
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Interestingly, and not surprisingly, the lone example
of such instruction had indepth training with those with
disabilities and taught others how to deal with the
uncertainty, fear, and avoidance exhibited by the other
instructors observed.

Those considered "Nurturers" do not

draw attention to a student's disability, nor do they ignore
it.

They treat those with disabilities as they treat those

who are able-bodied. They provide an equal opportunity for
an equal education.
The identification of each theme is in line with
similar themes of teacher images created by Hurt, Scott, and
McCroskey (1978).

Although these image themes were created

in reference to teacher's actions in a classroom with ablebodied students, several of the themes reflect similar
action of the instructors involved in this study.

Hurt's,

Scott's, and McCroskey's (1978) of the "Grandmother Image"
is certainly reflective of "the Nurture" in that they both
are overprotective and try to adapt classroom activity to
each individual student.
"The Rejector" theme is similar to the "Reluctant
Dragon Image" in that both target an instructor's reluctance
to teaching particular students and reveal a contempt for
students in general.

However, Hurt, Scott and McCroskey

(1978) did not create themes similar to "the Avoider" and
"the Nurturer"; thus, this study not only provided a deeper
understanding of these similar themes, but extended such
research by describing how instructors treat students with
disabilities differently.
Throughout the observations, differences in instructor
communication with students with disabilities and ablebodied students was noted with multiple episodes.
Regardless of the difference or how it was exhibited, the
mere presence of such a difference can damage a student with
a disability for a lifetime (Asch, 1989).
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Communication apprehension may account for the
communicative behaviors of at least two of the instructor
themes, "the Avoider" and "the Rejector."

Argyle (1969, p.

325) described persons who exhibit the communicative
behaviors identified within these two themes as people "ill
at ease, flustered and embarrassed, tense and awkward, and
generally unable to cope."

This anxiety exhibits itself in

the form of disfluences and speech errors, verbal
repetitions, engage in less information seeking and giving,
offer less self-disclosure, and initiate fewer or totally
avoid interaction with others (Daly & Stafford, 1984).

All

of these forms identified were associated with the
instructors under the "Avoider" and "Rejector" themes.
McCroskey (1984) attributes this apprehension and
anxiety to unfamiliarity, dissimilarity and uncertainty
about how one should behave.

The results of such anxiety

are communication avoidance or withdrawal.

Thus, the

instructors' communication apprehension led to their
avoidance of and/or aggressive communication with students
with disabilities.
Much of this apprehension 1s due to uncertainty on the
instructor's part.

With questions about how they should act

toward, communicate with and teach students with
disabilities, instructors are uncertain about themselves and
their abilities (Fine & Asch, 1988).

Uncertainty Reduction

Theory may offer insight on how instructors might deal with
their discomfort and communication apprehension.
Berger and Calabrese (1975) provide several axioms to
better understand better the relationship between
uncertainty and communication activities will clear
implications for able-bodied instructors and students with
disabilities.

First, as uncertainty is reduced, verbal

communication will increase.

In order for able-bodied

instructors to freely communicate with students with
disabilities, their uncertainty must be reduced.
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Second, a decrease in uncertainty will cause an
increase in nonverbal expressiveness.

Throughout this

study, instructors avoided eye contact with and touching
students with disabilities because of their uncertainty and
anxiety.

Third, "similarities between persons reduce

uncertainty, while dissimilarities produce increases in
uncertainty" (Berger & Calabrese, 1975, p. 106).

Societal

and instructor attitudes toward those with disabilities is
negative because the focus is on the disability and not the
person.

Uncertainty, according to this axiom, is a major

contributor to such negativity.
Fourth, increases in uncertainty level produce
decreases in liking, and decreases in uncertainty produce
increases in liking.

This assertion might explain "the

Rejector" theme, as those described in it were exhibiting
behaviors that indicated contempt for students with
disabilities.
Each axiom implies that the more uncertainty an
instructor has about students with disabilities, the more
difficult it will be for the instructor to communicate with
the students.

Therefore, it is important to understand how

this uncertainty can be reduced.

According to Heath and

Bryant (1992) communicative activity is the most effective
way to reduce such uncertainty.

Unfortunately, uncertainty

about those with disabilities usually inhibits communication
from taking place (Asch, 1984).
Identifying strategies for reducing uncertainty, Berger
(1979) offers three basic categories.

Passive, active, and

interactive strategies could be developed into training
programs for instructors teaching students with
disabilities.

As students with disabilities increasingly

integrate into higher education campuses, instructors need
training on what to and not to expect and, how to manage and
accept the differences between those with disabilities and
those who are able-bodied.
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Trying to negate the difference in how students with
disabilities are treated, training programs designed to
reduce an instructor's uncertainty about teaching such
students should become mandatory.

Although it may be
difficult to implement training for all instructors in all
universities, it would be possible to train teaching
assistants as they receive regular university training.
Training should be provided using professional consultants
educated in re-educating able-bodied persons in
communicating with those with disabilities.

Only when

educators are re-trained will negative attitudes held by
able-bodied students be changed.
Students with disabilities are treated differently.
This study draws attention to that fact and sheds light on
the different variables involved in such treatment.
Instructional communication practices can facilitate equal
treatment of those with disabilities in the classroom, and
in society.

Effective communicative behaviors were reviewed

1n this thesis. These behaviors should be experienced by
both able-bodied students and their disabled peers.
Unfortunately, this study shows that the inclusion of
students with disabilities can negate those effective
instructional communicative behaviors.

Only through

training about and direct contact with students with
disabilities will the negative situations observed and
reported in this study change (Asch, 1989; Fitchen et al.,
1988; Harry, 1992).
This study also illustrates a limitation to the ADA.
The ADA opens opportunity for those with disabilities.

It

will ensure that those with disabilities will not be
excluded from many settings like higher education.

However,

it does not ensure the inclusion of such individuals in
those settings.

This study aptly illustrates the point that

even though persons with disabilities are open to the
traditional classroom, they may not be accepted in it.
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Limitations of the Study
Although the results of this study are potentially
beneficial, the study did possess limitations.

Although

qualitative research does not require a large sample size,
the study could benefit from having more subjects to
observe.
Along with the sample size, a higher number of observed
interactions could solidify the results even more.

Such an

increase would ensure the generalization of the findings.
It would also lend further credibility to the study and the
results.
Although qualitative research allows everyday activity
to be identified and understood, it is more difficult to
generalize to the public at large. Therefore, triangulation
would strengthen the study. The inclusion of a quantitative
method to the study will greatly enhance the generalization
of the results and facilitate greater acceptance of the
results in the academic realm.
Formal interviews with those involved in the study
would also add depth to the findings.

Although interviews

were apart of the results and proved beneficial, the
interviews were sporadic and limited.

By interviewing both

the instructors and subjects, greater understanding of the
instructors actions and their effects on the subjects could
be obtained.
One variable was not and could not be accounted for,
but merits consideration.

The subjects possessed different

disabilities at varying severities.

Research has

established that the more visible a handicap is, the more
apprehensive able-bodied individuals become in their
interactions.

This study did not account for this variable,

and thus, might limit its generalizability to the remainder
of society.

Still, with these limitation, the study does

have important findings to offer those in education and
communication fields.
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Implications for Future Research
This study attempted to answer the call for more
qualitative inquiries in instructional communication issued
by Javidi, Downs, and Nussbaum {1988). Participantobservation can and will deepen understanding of classroom
interaction {Cooper & Good, 1983).
More qualitative
research in the area of instructional communication is
needed.
As the results of this study are generalized, several
areas needed further investigation. With the instructors'
communication behaviors with those with disabilities being
identified through four emergent themes, research should now
chart its effects on those students involved. As discussed
in the limitations sections, the impact of different
disabilities should also be investigated.
Education programs for instructors should also be
explored. As the student body diversifies across the globe,
instructors are not equipped to deal with the inclusion of
students with disabilities. Tools for easing the discomfort
and uncertainty instructors experiences should be developed.
And finally, diversity in education should be explored
1n the communication field. How do attitudes toward
different groups of people; be it color, disability, or
religion, affect or inhibit communication in the classroom?
Future research in the field of communication and education
should consider these areas and investigate them soon.
Summary of the Chapter
Students with disabilities face many difficulties on
the college campus. Whether the elevators do not work, the
sidewalks are not wide enough, or the parking spaces are
filled with those who are not disabled, students with
disabilities must deal with a society not physically or
emotionally equipped to deal with them.
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Unfortunately, the most damaging and difficult hills to
climb for such individuals as the negative attitudes and
fears able-bodied individuals possess toward those with
disabilities.

When the very people who are supposed to

teach students with disabilities fear them, the implications
are severe.

Students with disabilities are treated

differently, and thus, receive a different education.
Broad changes in how those with disabilities are
treated can only be achieved by starting with small changes.
Negative attitudes, fear, and uncertainty will not be
remedied easily or quickly.

By changing the communication

toward those with disabilities in the classroom we will
begin the process of changing the negative attitudes toward
the same people.
Qualitative research using participant observation may
provide further understanding of how instructor's
communicate with those with disabilities.

It may also shed

light on how to change instructor communication with
students with disabilities.

The road to inclusion of

students with disabilities in the classroom begins with the
instructor's communication.

As communication between those

with disabilities and those who are able-bodied continues to
differ, instructional communication research can lead the
way to equality in treatment.

Only when people realize that

"all students are more alike than different" (Lipsky &
Gartner, 1989, p. xxx) will all students be treated alike
instead of different.
Jason has cerebral palsy and is confined to a
wheelchair, yet he is a good student and has been named to
the Dean's List twice.

Although Jason excels intellectually

and he refers to himself as handi"capable," his instructors
communicate with and treat him as if he were handicapped.
Only with the education of able-bodied instructors and
students will Jason and others like him be appreciated for
what they are, people wanting to learn.
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